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saints row 2 is a fantastic game, but if you run into a problem, there are some very easy solutions to fix it. most people have a problem with lag in the game. even though the saints are in a city full of gunfire,
the lag only happens when something moves. it's important to note that you do not need an ati or amd video card to run the game. i've tested the game on an nvidia geforce 8600gt and it ran just fine. one of

the biggest issues people have is when they try to do specific tasks and it freezes the game up. this can be caused by an ati / amd video card. there are a few ways to resolve this issue. if you have a nvidia card,
just use the nvidia control panel to switch from opengl to directx. if you have an ati / amd video card, you can try the following: some of the side missions are a lot of fun and they also provide a little backstory

on the saints. theres an easy one that lets you create your own version of the saints, and you can equip it with your weapons and even weapons that you can find on enemies. theres also an easy one where you
go to a casino and you can win prizes for completing all the games. there are also a few more harder ones that require you to earn some currency. these are more like mini-boss battles. you have to fight against
an enemy and make it through the course without getting hit. there are several of these throughout the game, and you can have multiple enemy types fighting at once. theres also a few mini-boss battles in the
main missions, but theyre a lot easier than the ones in the side missions. saints row 2 is a solid sequel to an already solid game, and it's one of the best co-op games of the year. it offers tons of quirky gameplay

options that you'll never want to take off, and the cooperative mode is enough to keep the fun rolling for hours and hours. this is one of the best games of 2010.
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the story takes place in a future where a group of
super-villains known as the saints are responsible for

it. after they're captured, you take control of either the
four main saints (volition) or their underlings

(playtester) in order to break them out. saints row 2 is,
in my opinion, one of the best open-world games i've
played on the xbox 360. the missions are all fun and

filled with interesting side-quests. the open-world area
is incredibly large, and the city is filled with a lot to do,

including new side-missions, collectibles, and more.
the same amount of work that went into the single-

player campaign has gone into the open-world, which
makes the entire game feel cohesive, rather than

having to go from point a to point b. the missions take
you all over the city, from the stilwater strip to the

back alleys and more. the saints are more than happy
to dish out some payback, and they take their revenge

through a variety of activities. you can destroy local
businesses and homes, attack pedestrians, and even

do drive-by shootings. since everything in saints row is
unlocked from the get-go, it's hard to keep up with all
of your toys. your vehicle is capable of flipping over or
catching fire whenever you want it to, and even your
weapons are easily accessible at all times. all of the
weapons in the game are fairly powerful, so you'll
need to use them wisely. you can get a couple of
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upgrades for your weapons before you even leave the
vehicle, so you'll have some power in your arsenal
before you even get to the field of battle. in some

cases, you can do most of your fighting in the vehicle,
but you can always dismount to do some shooting.
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